
Subject: To all the servers out there
Posted by fredcow9 on Sun, 22 Apr 2012 23:48:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

dear storm server, I cheated in your server many occasions, (Im only writing this because
obviously I wont be welcome after this but I dont care) got unbanned and it was a good time, I
appreciate everyone there being a good sport about it though and I am sorry for the hassle I
caused you and your people on several occasions. 

noobstories, I used to play there, but then it became gay as fuck so as to not giving a damn I
cheated there with rengaurd on all the time. I finally got caught one day because I got sloppy, but
they were good times, a shitty server gets shitty respect from me so I cheated there as often as I
could. No plans on coming back or post a "what you want to hear" ban appeal. 

jelly how Ill miss you, it was the only server out there I never cheated on and unfortunately I was
banned for cheating   the irony. I would just like to point a few things about jelly to the general
public though. Their mod staff works on a fuck you basis. In other words, if you dont agree, say
what they want to hear, agree that all their modding actions are always correct ect (many of you
know what I mean) then you can get the fuck out. Now unfortunately jelly became less and less
involved as did many of the other old admins and newer ones stepped up and provided modship
to nobodys in recent years that really have fucked everything up. 
Initially it all started when I joined after being inactive for some months because I recently got a
life (something they dont understand) and so went onto my once fav server played 3 games and
got banned for emitters/cheats or something along that line you can read all the details here:  
http://jelly-server.com/forums/index.php?/topic/18969-banned-for-emmiterscheats/
Now not only did I only get 1 post in, but when I went to repost, they didnt show up, apparently I
was "warned" (what are you 5 years old?) and my posts had to be screened first and this warn
came as a result of me forgetting about a warn months and months before. Then I pm scruffy and
torn( the mods who posted) and get pretty much no response except a "stay out". I even offered to
give up the files in question exactly as they were but received no response. after iran (who makes
cheats and gives them to others yet is still tolerated there, guess they dont know or something)
and TORN revived an old ass topic about me getting out of banned situations, I joined in in an
attempt to settle things straight now you can read this here
http://jelly-server.com/forums/index.php?/topic/16859-so-it-happened-again/
starting at post 16. Believe me or not, what I said in those posts were true and I didnt EVER cheat
in the server, the disturbing thing is though that they are throughlly convinced their system is
catching all the hot new cheats. One file in particular it seems they had the biggest problem with
was something called mandainoscreenshake.ddb which was a file I downloaded several years
ago in attempt to stop the annoying shaking you receive from artillery and the file would actually
be a nice patch to the game IF it worked. lols to me the file never ever worked but for shits and
gigs I always just left in there and over the years really forgot about it as well as the cheats
emmitters I was accused of using. regardless no cheats were ever active on my computer at said
ban time. Yet the funny thing is they are all boasting about how this "new" system is catching all
these "regulars" yet the only thing the system has caught from me were inactive cheat sounding
files 
(to the jelly people: hell yea I lied about how I obtained those files because I know that you
motherfuckers are the most unreasonable group of mods out there nowadays, something as
simple as the truth of them being old forgotten inactive files would never fly into the reasoning
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zone of anyone there. I used to tell the truth to jelly mods but I would advise everyone to not try to
reason with them at all these days) 
Now even if I was using a no screen shake file that worked and all these emmitters I was
supposedly using one would think it might be a 6 month, year ban maybe, at least I didnt join and
start hacking the shit out of the server or killing people through walls and all that bullshit like
bones.ini 
but the logical thing of course of course was to ban me forever from the server and the forums.
Now the fucked up thing about all this to me is not only did I not cheat but was banned for
supposedly cheating. I was being watched for "some time". I received this form ban after receiving
a warning, AND all my pm's were ignored. A quick previous history will show that I put up with a
certain admin there liquids bullshit for some time, and was not about to be taken advantage of so I
stood up for myself. 
What can you take away from this?
jelly bans and allows people on a suck my dick basis. If you suck their dick, you might get banned,
kicked whatever but youll find a place there in a month or two again I assure you. Just tell them
your sorry ect ect bullshit bullshit and they will let you back in, but as soon as you stop sucking
their dick they will become infuriated with you and put you down as often as possible for not
agreeing with their way of thinking. Theres no open debate at jelly, its just all one sided now. Its
why you see so many vote in a public poll but not actually post shit about why they voted that way.
Because I decided to be honest about things and they way I felt there it got on their bad side and
they literally looked for the asap ban for whatever violation I could do. Even if I didnt have these
supposed files in my folder I would still be banned and forum banned there too. The more fucked
up thing is if anyone from jelly were to post something similar to this they would also be banned as
well just for "not being on the same page" yet years ago this wasnt the case. Whats funny about
this though is years ago jelly wasnt the only populated server. You could play at many servers
years ago and get some good games in but now everything is just condensed into jelly and
noobstories which like any monopolizing company can do whatever to whomever they want to. It
would be nice to see other servers pop up similar to jelly with better staff where you can join and
not worry about some guy in an invincible tank building walls around your refinery and flying
through the air with unlimited credits building turrets in your spawn points and purchasing every
gun in the game with ingame commands. Jelly has only gotten this recent puffing of attitude
because they are the last server left and they know it. I dont suggest to boycott jelly because
frankly I still play there (have fun finding me guys!). But with the implementation of 4.0 and finally
bringing ren to what it needs to be I sincerely hope it wont be one monopolizing server forever, Id
like to find a good game with good people elsewhere. 
anyway shout out to my peeps for supporting my side of the story and agreeing with these points
we have talked out, dont worry even though I know ALL my shit is banned there on this computer
ip ect (which is why Im writing my fuck it on this account) Im not going to give you noobs up and ill
see you ingame anyway despite their attempt to keep me out forever   
To everyone else STILL sucking their dicks on a daily basis, grow a pair and stand up for yourself.
No reason to be scared just because this particular server is the last one youll find to play good
rene on   
EDIT: hot damn I cant believe iv been registered here longer than spoony!
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